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There are occasionally exceptions to these hours
which are listed on the door and also on our auto
attendant if you call when we are closed. If in

doubt always check first!
[CLOSED Saturdays May thru October]

Tues. thru Fri.
10:00 AM - 4:00 PM

CLOSED Sat, Sun & Mon
Other hours by appointment!
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This is the column where we remind you of
products and/or services that we’ve had for a
while that you may have forgotten about. In
this issue we’d like to remind you about
WallBuddies.

Everyday, thousands of pictures like yours,
hung with wire or inexpensive saw tooth
hangers fall from walls.
Doors slam, children roughhouse, the list is
long. The end result is damaged or destroyed
artwork, mirrors, damaged walls, or damage to
the furniture below.
And believe us when we say that we have seen
a fair amount of damaged framed art over the
years that has fallen off the wall.
Fortunately, buying and installing WallBuddies
yourself on your frames or using a Custom
Framer that automatically uses WallBuddies on
your work, like SGMC Quarryville, you now
have an alternative that eliminates hanging
problems and protects your investment that you
have paid for to decorate your home or office.
WallBuddies have revolutionized the framing
industry by always keeping artwork level and
secure against walls.
– WallBuddies keep artwork from tipping out

and scuffing walls
– WallBuddies add structural integrity to

frames, helping to eliminate frame warpage.
– WallBuddies help eliminate your artwork

and mirrors from falling and from the costly
repairs to fix or replace damaged frames.
– WallBuddies are supported from two

locations and are self-leveling since the
diagonal sawtooth edge “snaps” in place over
the hanger thus keeping the frame in place and
level.
Some 35 years ago SGMC Quarryville found
WallBuddies and started using them on virtually
all of our Custom Framing eliminating the
problems delineated above for our customers.
People love hanging art and mirrors with
WallBuddies. We have even had folks buy and
replace existing hangers on their frames once
they see and understand the sheer genius of
these hangers.
There actually are 3 different types of
WallBuddies. There are two sizes that are used
on wood frames and one type especially
designed for use with metal frames.
If you’d like to learn more about and see
WallBuddies in action check out our video on
YouTube by clicking this link -
https://youtu.be/O_b2yQb_CyY
Or ask us to show you WallBuddies when you
come into the store.
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We love Stretch
Magic. Have you
ever used Stretch
Magic to create a
piece of jewelry? It
is so simple to
work with. Stretch
Magic is great for a
quick and easy
bracelet. Stretch

Magic does not require tools to finish. It is the
perfect cord for a beginner or a seasoned
beader that wants to design something playful
and new.
Stretch Magic is manufactured
by the Pepperell Braiding
Company. The company was
founded in 1917 as a shoelace
manufacturer. They went on to
make cigarette lighter wicks and
candle wicks. In the late 70’s, the
company moved into the craft
market with macramé products.
Today, Pepperell Braiding
Company is still involved with the craft industry.

They manufacture a number of
creative products and have three
factories in operation.
Stretch Magic is a strong elastic-
like cord. It is constructed of a
mixture of polyester and
polyurethane. Unlike some
elastic cords, Stretch Magic will
not fray over time. Stretch Magic
does not contain any latex,
rayon, or elastic.

It is recommended that you pre-stretch Stretch
Magic before beginning a project. This will
ensure the cord does not stretch and lengthen
after beads are placed on it.
SGMC stocks a number of sizes and colors of
Stretch magic along with many other options for
jewelry making. Be sure to stop in and check
out the options.

We are very excited to share with you that we
are now carrying Newton Homeopathics in the
store in addition to Homeopathic options from
Washington Homeopathics, KingBio and Ollois
single remedies.
Newton has been known, since
1987, for manufacturing over 100
homeopathic Complexes in both
liquid and pellet form. Homeopathic
Complexes contain many
(sometimes as many as 25 or more)
low potency remedies that are
known to act on a particular
condition.
The clinical homeopathic approach
used by NEWTON focuses on
complexes rather than single
remedies, especially for chronic diseases.
The next time you are looking for a natural
solution to a health concern, think about using
Homeopathy and particularly Homeopathy from
NEWTON Labs. Newton’s easy to use, natural
remedies will work for you, your entire family and
pets. Homeopathy provides health and balance
instead of symptom suppression. Homeopathy
has no known food, drug, or herbal interactions
and no known side effects. And Homeopathy has
no physical addiction and no expiration date.
Stop in today and check out Homeopathy.

EnviroTex Lite® is
a water clear 1:1
mix ration by

volume epoxy resin
used to coat

surfaces. It cures
to a long-lasting,

high gloss coating in
approximately 8 hours at
70°F, and reaches full
strength and toughness
in about 72 hours. This

durable, resilient
material requires no
polishing to produce a
high gloss. One coat is

all that is usually
required for an attractive
finish, however, two or
more coats maybe
applied one over the

other to build additional
thickness.We stock 2

sizes.

Hardwood
“people” shapes

1” dia. x 2 3/8” h, 5
pk

Elegant
Writer

Calligraphy
Color Pen

Set
3.5mm
nibs
6 pk

Black Pigma
Micron Pens
sizes from
005 to 05
sold ea.

Also check
out the black
or color sets!

General Pencil
SketchMate Set
Pencils, Eraser,

Sharpener and more.
A GREAT starter set.

Canvas
Boards
sizes from
4” x 6” to
22” x 28”
Sold ea.

America’s first
oven bake
clay, Original
Sculpey® It
is soft and
easy to
sculpt.

Many 2 oz.
colors

available.

LePen Neon
Gel Pen Set

4 pk
5 5/8”

Wooden
Plaque
2 pk.
—

Many
other wood
options

Large Area brushes.
Choose White Bristle or

Gold Taklon, 3pk

Hardwood Milk Can
shapes

7/8” dia. x 1 3/4” h, 3 pk

Hardwood Lamp
shapes

3/4” dia. x 1 1/2” h, 4 pk

Large Antique White
decorative frame

20” x 20”




